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Abstract 

Psychobiography is an emerging field which helps to understand the personality of 

“historically significant individuals like artists, political leaders.” (wiki) The use of prototypical 

childhood scenes in the life of the subject serves as a model to form their personality pattern and thus 

the genuine mystery emerges. The subjects for psychobiography are usually famous personalities in 

the field of art or politics. Psychobiographies on well-known figures such as Adolf Hitler, Vincent 

van Gogh, William Shakespeare, Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, and Saddam Hussein 

had been analyzed by many of the psychologists through the idiographic approach in the past. With 

the use of first-person documents like autobiographies, letters, diaries, interviews, journals, articles, 

etc. this research is being carried out. Analyzing a living writer or artist is merely a new approach 

and this article tries to bring out the pathological aspects in the memoir of Hilary Mantel. 
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Introduction 

Hilary Mantel is a twice booker prize winner, which shows her fame in the literary world. 

When Mantel’s memoir Giving up the Ghost is read through psychological lens, traces of 

abnormalities are revealed, and further her written text proves qualities of pathography in nature. 

Mantel’s version of Thomas Cromwell in Wolf Hall and Bring up the Bodies is nothing but a 

retelling of history in a woman’s perspective, probably a ‘Herstory’ fantasied version. Mantel in her 

memoir mentions about her views on history which proves her deviated search i.e., feministic 

research of history: 

 

I would shut myself away and write history essays, derivative in content but of 

formidable length and grubby appearance…Truth isn’t pretty, I thought, and the 

pursuit of it doesn’t make pretty people. Truth isn’t elegant; that’s just 

mathematicians’ sentimentality. Truth is squalid and full of blots, and you can only 

find it in the accumulation of dusty and broken facts, in the cellars and sewers of the 

human mind. History’s what people are trying to hide from you, not what they’re 

trying to show you. You search for it in the same way you sift through a landfill: for 

evidence of what people want to bury. (GUG 96) 

 

Mantel mentions her identity crisis in her memoir Giving Up the Ghost as: “I used to be Irish 

but I’m not sure now.” (GUG 36) This statement of Mantel powerfully emphasizes her conversion of 

belief from being a catholic to a disbeliever or at least not a catholic anymore. Mantel’s conversion 

proves not to be a protestant but as an unbeliever or who doesn’t show interest in the ritual activities 

in Catholic services. The next common factor with these both writers is their lack of religious belief. 

What becomes pathological is that even after mentioning their non-religious beliefs, both the writers 

have purposefully chosen religious themes as center in their creative works.  

Mantel mentions that she lost her religious faith at the age of twelve and it had left a permanent mark 

on her: 

 

… [The] real cliché, the sense of guilt. You grow up believing that you're wrong and 

bad. And for me, because I took what I was told really seriously, it bred a very intense 

habit of introspection and self-examination and a terrible severity with myself. So that 

nothing was ever good enough. It’s like installing a policeman, and one moreover 

who keeps changing the law. (GUG 9) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolf_Hitler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vincent_van_Gogh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vincent_van_Gogh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Shakespeare
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Luther_King,_Jr.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Lincoln
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saddam_Hussein
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 Her childhood behavior, her avoidance of friendship with protestant boys, her addressing of 

her friend Evelyn as protestant shows how she as a child was brought up in a rigid catholic family to 

avoid the other. The word Protestant and Catholic is seriously much repeated again and again in her 

memoir which shows her psychological obsessions in religious thoughts. Further in looking the 

context through psychological tools help us to argue that her choice of choosing the life of Thomas 

Cromwell for her recent booker prize novels Wolf Hall and Bring up the Bodies is because of her 

obsession on Catholic protestant conflict as both the novels narrate the History of English 

Reformation in the backdrop.  

 

In Mantel’s case the obsession is different, her early somatic pain led to the excessive 

consuming of drugs resulting in castration. The hiding period in Mantel’s life was her phase with the 

drugs which not only induced addiction but also impacted much on her personality. At one point of 

time, Mantel was pushed to a compulsive side of taking hormones for survival. She writes it as thus:   

I lay with my face in the pillow as the drug took effect, and sank into darkness; as I ceased to panic 

and fight the hospital sheets dampened, and wrapped around me like ropes. After I woke up, I was 

maintained on Largactil, to combat my madness. It was not a friendly drug; it made my throat jump 

and close, as if someone were hanging me. This is how a mad person appears to the world lips 

trembling, speech fumbling and jerky. (GUG 115) 

 

Physical consciousness or the excessive thinking about gaining weight, change of physical 

appearance leads to low self-esteem, body shame, etc. Both Mantel and Rushdie had written about 

the deterioration of their physical appearance and its impact their mental health. Mantel and Rushdie 

experienced a change in their physical appearance during their hiding period; For Rushdie it was the 

cause of fatwa and for Mantel her endometriosis surgery. Rushdie writes about his physical condition 

in those times as: “Friends who saw him in those days were shocked by his physical deterioration, 

his increase in weight, the way he had let his beard grow out into an ugly bulbous mass, his sunken 

stance. He looked like a beaten man.” (JA 171) 

 

Mantel’s physical changes further obsessed her to worry about being fat. “When my next 

appointment with my consultant came, I said, I’m worried because I’m putting on weight so fast. She 

shot me a spiteful glance, from amid her own jowly folds.” (GUG 66) Mantel could never focus on 

the fact that her physical conditions had worsened because of her drugs. In her memoir too she writes 

as if she has least interest in worrying about her physical appearance on one hand and on the other 

feeling extremely conscious and worrying about being fat. Mantel with her extra attitude boosts 

herself and pretends to be confident with her appearance at last. “I am fat and happy” (GUG 44).  

 

In Mantel’s part, her unhappy married life and her remarriage with the same person impacted 

much on her psyche. Her consumption of birth controlling pills in the early years of married life 

created somatic illness leading to the removal of uterus. The obsessions that she will never bear a 

child anymore and the thoughts about her aborted children created abnormalities in her psyche. She 

writes it as thus: 

 

When I was a young woman, I didn’t want children… I didn’t want to carry someone 

else’s thwarted expectations.” …What I would have liked was a choice in life… I 

miss the child I never had. I have a mental picture of her… [Children]lives start long 

before birth, long before conception, and if they are aborted or miscarried or simply 

fail to materialize at all, they become ghosts within our lives” (GUG 224 - 227) 

 

 The endometriosis surgery at the early age of twenty-seven created a psychological illness in 

Mantel and she was diagnosed by a psychologist and was informed that the symptoms were 

Psychosomatics. The psychological obsession in turn expressed through her writing in many ways. 

Mantel writes about her imagination of her unborn child Catriona which was aborted in her young 
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age. Catriona is also a sequel novel to Kidnapped by R.L. Stevenson. In the end of her memoir she 

recalls how as a child she was much attached with Stevenson’s novel. Mantel through her lost child 

not only means her own child but also the lost works which were unwritten during her years of 

sufferings. 

 

You think of the children you might have had but didn’t. When the midwife says, ‘It’s 

a boy,’ where does the girl go? When you think you’re pregnant, and you’re not, what 

happens to the child that has already formed in your mind? You keep it filed in a 

drawer of your consciousness, like a short story that never worked after the opening 

lines. (GUG 228) 

 Thus, the both memoirs Joseph Anton and Giving up the Ghost exhibit many details of the 

writers’ pathological disorder which needs to be decoded through psychological tools. Both the 

memoirs can be claimed best as pathographical texts. When considering Mantel’s text, some general 

and some special themes can be found repeatedly. Her memoir Giving up the Ghosts and the 

secondary sources like the articles and her personal interviews helps in studying the psychological 

traumas and her creative development as a writer. The analysis of these psychological themes is done 

in a prominent way to culminate certain common psychological themes for all her novels. The 

psychological themes that the novelist has dealt with very often in all her novels are childhood 

repressions, family life traumas and relationship neurosis, isolation, religious paranoia and cross-

cultural psychological imbalance. These themes are expressed very frequently in most of her works. 

Her unique and skillful thematic handling can be analyzed through general reading but if done with 

psychoanalytical tools it proves as the reflections of repressed obsession and the compulsion to 

repeat it.  

 

 Psychological abuse which is commonly called as emotional abuse is characterized by a 

person subjecting or exposing another person to behavior that may result in psychological trauma. In 

children because of the indifferent parental pattern of behavior the child’s cognitive, emotional, 

psychological, or social development gets affected. Generally, abuses such as Drug abuse, Physical 

abuse, Sexual abuse, Child sexual abuse, Emotional abuse and Verbal abuse result in various 

traumatic effects in a personality. In Mantel’s case, being a creative writer, the abuse she had faced 

in her early childhood gets reflected through her traumatized characters in her works. Thus, the 

relationship between Mantel’s earlier childhood abuse and its impact on her literary characters can be 

analysed psychologically and further the fact that her repressed thoughts had been projected in the 

form of literary characters can be proved.  

 

The prime obsession among Mantel’s writing is her disturbed Childhood or traumatic 

childhood memories. In her memoir, she describes her traumatic childhood as: 

The story of my own childhood is a complicated sentence that I am always trying to finish, to finish 

and put behind me. It resists finishing, and partly this is because words are not enough; my early 

world was synesthetic, and I am haunted by the ghosts of my own sense impressions, which re-

emerge when I try to write, and shiver between the lines. (GUG 20) Being a child of an immigrant 

catholic family, religion and culture also seems to have impacted in her writing especially with her 

thematic handling. The elements of religion and culture play an important role in the creation of 

characters and the developments of action as in some novels being prominent and in some novels 

being peripheral.  

 

Mantel being obsessed with Catholicism uses it as a neurotic repetition to describe and 

differentiate many characters. In her memoir she addresses many as: “Catholic boys,” “Catholic 

shorthand-typist,” “Catholic failures,” “Catholic generation” and “Jack as not Catholic,” “Protestant 

cat” “Evelyn, a protestant” “Mrs. Stevens…a peculiar thing, a Protestant teacher” (GUG 35-80), 

“Protestant word,” “Protestant Book,” “Protestant Boy.”(GUG 18-61) The differentiation between 

Catholic and Protestant is so much psychologically impacted in her that it leads to creation of many 

characters in support and against of Christian denominations. In her very first novel Every Day is 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychological_trauma
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Mother’s Day the element of religion and culture can be peripherally witnessed. Muriel’s religious 

class in school, her attending Sunday prayer and some incidents of celebrations of Christmas etc. 

keeping away deliberately from neighbors as most of Mantel’s childhood neighbors were Protestants 

and society revel obviously no remarkable cultural incidents or references in the life of the Axons. 

Similarly, Vacant Possession the sequel has also some passing references of the Sydney or Isabel 

Field celebrating Christmas; exchanging some Christmas pies, etc. which indirectly mentions about 

Mantel’s childhood Christmas celebrations with her family.  

 

Mantel also mentions some of her other fears including “fear of failure” (GUG 140), “fear of 

the dark” (GUG 142), “fear of abandonment” (GUG 43). In Mantel’s memoir the word dream is used 

by her almost in all chapters recounting her suppressed thoughts in which she was sensible with. She 

mentions about her childhood days where she lies under a tartan rug and thinks about many serious 

things including “…Jesus, because Jesus is a thing, I am exhorted to think about.” (GUG 9) The 

repressed thoughts in her childhood all plunges inside her mind creating obsessions in later ages. She 

writes about a similar situation, thus: 

 

…on the eve of the publication of my seventh novel, my stepfather died. All my 

memories of him are bound up with houses, dreams of houses, real or dream houses 

with empty rooms waiting for occupation: with other people’s stories, and other 

people’s claims: with fright and my adult denial that I was frightened. (GUG 9) 

Conclusion 

Thus, Mantel’s memoir reveals the pathologic state and the obsession which repeats itself in 

various stages leaves dark traces in her works. Giving up the Ghost with these psychological 

abnormalities can be claimed as pathographic text of a insane writer. 
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